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tiktok is still relatively new even when you allow for its previous life as muscial ly

therefore people are still discovering the best ways to succeed on the platform

ironically one of the most successful methods is to work tiktok along with another

network some of the top tiktok influencers also perform exceptionally well on

youtube with best of tiktok type compilations and they manage to take advantage

of youtube s established advertising system 

you can easily get one tik tok crown if you re just addicted to tik tok and really want

to become popular this is not really difficult to have a crown on tik tok and anyone

can use this hack to have it right now in fact most of the new celebrities on tik tok

use this hack for getting tik tok famous crown for their pages because this is one

of the critical and vital things to do for less known celebrities to have some quick

fame 
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don t forget to interact with your viewers make sure that you reply to comments

that people leave on your videos it may seem like hard work to you but it makes

your followers believe you care and take notice of them 

ideally you want all your niche themed videos to have the same look and feel about

them you want to create your own style this is true even if you are simply making

lip sync videos quite a few of the top tiktokers began making lip synch videos but

the types of songs they chose and the way they made the videos made them

identifiably theirs 

most people begin on tiktok with a limited budget equipment and skills over time

you should be able to develop your skills and hopefully once you can generate

money you can improve your budget and equipment as well the key to success on

tiktok is to produce high quality videos 
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